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114. A Note on Variation Theory
Dedicated to Professor Atuo Komatu on his 60th birthday

By Ryoji SHIZUMA and Yoshiaki SHIKATA
Tokyo Women’s Christian College and Nagoya University

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHOD-, M. J.

..,

Sept. 12, 1969)

This note is a contribution to the study of variation problem and
is intended to give a new version of the classical variation theory, due
essentially to Lusternik-Schnirelmann.
We assume throughout this note that a space X is Hausdorff and
locally connceted in all dimensions, that is, for every point x e X there
is a neighbourhood U o x such that H.(U, Z)=H.(x, Z), where
H.( Z) stands or integral homology group.
Let (f be a non-negative continuous unction on X and let f be a
map o X into itself. The triple (X, (f; f) is said to be a variation
problem of type C (over a field k), if X, (? and f satisfy the following
conditions"
A) (f(x)) (x) or any x e X.
B) (f(x)) (f(x) implies (fof(x)) (x).
C) f.--id: H.(X, k)H.(X, k).
Given a variation problem (X, (f; f), we define or a compact set
A c X as ollows
A in (fn(A))
(?(A) sup (f(a),

<=

-

aA

{x e X I(f(x))F(A) U fn(A).
A point x in y is called a (f-stationary point.
For Yc X, let
Y(a) {y e Y Iq(Y) a),
Y([a, b]) {y e Y la <= F(y) <-_ b},
Y((--c, b])-{y e
Existence lemma. Let (X,
f) be a variation problem of type
C and let A be a compact subset of X such that F(A)X([IA I, oo)) is
compact.
Then
Proof.

Take

an e A

so that

(f(fn(an)) (f(fn(A))
and set yn--fn(an+i).

Then the inequalities
(f(Yn) (f(f (Yn)) (fl(fn + l(a +
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imply that Yn e F(A) X([IAI, c)). Now we choose a convergent subsequence {y} of [y}. Setting y-lim y, we clearly have y F(A) and
that
(f(y))- (lim f(y))- lim (f(y))
lim (f /(A))- A I,
(y) lim (y) lim (f(a ))
__<lim (f(A))
Hence (f (y)) AI >- (y).
Since (f(y))<=(y), we see that
(f (y)) (y) A
y y( A
and
F(A).
Deformation lemma. Let (X,
f) be a variation problem of type
C and let A be a compact set in X.
Then"
1) Given e O, there exists an integer n-n(, A) such that
if n>=n.
(f(n)) Inl +
2) If F(A) X([ A c)) is compact, then for each open set
U y(IA I) F(A) there exists an integer n=n (U, A) such that
/

f(n)u[Jx((--c, Inl)) if n>=n.
Proof. Part 1) follows immediately rom the definition of
For the proo o 2), we need the following
Sublemma. Let (X,
f) be a variation problem of type C, then
for any compact set A of X, we have
F(A)c (F(A) )((-- c, In
Take x e F(A)
and let {f()(an())}(an A)
sublemma.
Proof of
be a convergent sequence to x.
Case 1. If {n(i)} is not bounded, then
(x)--lim (fn()(a (i) ))<lim (fn()(A))-- IA
Case 2. I {n(i)} is bounded, then since f(A) is compact, there
is an integer no such that x e f(A).
Set x--fn(a)(a A), then we have that
(x) (f(x)) (fo/ (a)), or each k 0,
hence

F(x)-- (fo/ (a))_<_ (f0/(A)) A IThe result ollows by passing to the limit.
We now proceed to the proof of part 2) of the deformation lemma.
Since f(F(A)) F(A) and f(y(IA I)) (IA I), we have
f(( A ) F(A)) ’( A ) F(A) U.
Hence there is an open set V such that
(IAI) F(A) V and f(V) U.
By Sublemma we obtain
y F(A) X([IAI, c))- -([AI) F(A),
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from which it follows that a non negative function +(x)= 9(x)--f(9(x))
(x e X) does not vanish on F(A) ( X([IA I, oo)) except on T(IAI) N F(A),
thus
attains the minimum >0 on the compact set VF(A)
X([ A o)).
Now take n=n() so that n>=n implies that

+

(fn(A))<=
then we easily see that

f f(A) U X((-- oo
Given a singular chain a (with coefficients in k) on X, let al denote
Car a l. We then define the height]a] of a homology class c e H.
(X; k) by
Furthermore, we denote by i, ] the inclusion maps associated with
pair (X, Y)"
i"

Lemma 1. Let (X,

2)

i)
ii)
i)

Y--X,
]" X--(X, Y).
f) be a variation problem of type C,

If e Ker (]." H.(X)-H.(X, X((-- o, a))), then al < a,
If c e Ker (]." H.(X)-H.(X, X((--o, a])), then
If c < a (a >= O) then

e Ker (]." H.(X)-.H.(X, X((--oo, a))),
If levi <=a (a>=O), then for any
e Ker(]," H.(X)-H.(X, X(--oo, a+ e))
Definition. A homology class a e H.(X; k) is said to be subordinate to fle H.(X; k) and is denoted by c-< fl, if there exists a cohoii)

mology class $ e H(X; k) such that
O.
with m-- dim
a
Also a cycle a is said to be subordinate to a cycle v if [a] is subordinate
to [r].
Lemma 2. Let (X, ;f) be a variation problem of type C and
Then we have cl
assume that a-<
Let
Proof.
c-/ $, e H*(X; k) and take a cycle r of /3 and a
Setting a-v 8, we find that a--[a] and Car a c Car
cocycle 8 of
v. From this it follows that

..

<=

la]

<= la] ICar a] <__ ICarr].

thus the result follows.
Definition. A homology class a e H.(X, k) is said to be realizable,
if there exists a cycle a in X such that c--[a] with a I-Proposition. Let (X, ;f) be a variation problem of type C.
If a H*(X; k)is realizable by a cycle a satisfying the following
properties"
1) F(Car a) N X([ a oo)) is compact,
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There exists an open set U such that
Uy(lal)F(Car a) and H(U; k)=O (for any m>O).
Then for any fl-<r, it holds that fll I1.
Proof. Let fl a n $ e H*(X). The inclusion maps associated
with pairs (X, UUJ), (X, U), (X, J) are denoted by
i UUJ-X,
] X-.(X, UUJ)
u)
u -. x, L"
J
X,
]" X-.(X, J),
i"
where J-X(--co, I1). This leads to the commutative diagram
H*(U)
H.(J)
H.(UUJ)
2)

,

-

H.(X)

H.(X)

(R) H*(X)

T*

*

H,(X, U U J) (R) H*(X, U)

*

n

H,(X, J).

Since i*($)-0, there is $ e H*(X, U) such that ]*()--. From the
deformation lemma there is ff e H.(UUJ) such that i.()-a. By
naturality of the cap product, we have

n =],i,() n-S- 0.
The result then follows from Lemma 1.
Theorem. Let (X,
f) be a variation problem of type C. For
fixed a, suppose that F(A)nX([a, co)) is compact for any compact
set A.
If there is a sequence r.,
r of homology classes of X such
that
1) a-<a+,
I--1
i=1, 2,
2) r Ker (]. H.(X)-.H.(X, X(--c, a))).
Then we have

,

oo))} >
Proof. Suppose some a be not realizable. Then we can choose
a sequence {a} of cycles such that a-[a?] (n-1, 2 ...) and

Car a.l>lCar
I$1a l.
From the existence lemma it follows that
or all n.
’(ICar al) :/=
Hence we have (([a, oo)))>=(.y(Car a))-co.
Therefore we may restrict ourselves to the case where each a is
realizable. Now suppose al
a/l or some i. Then rom the
proposition we have that or any open set U

,

H(U) :/= 0, p--dim er+--dim

Hence we see that dim U>=p and that
(y([a, oo))) >= (y( a I))

.

oo.
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Now it remains only the case where
Since by the existence lemma y(]a]):/:
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-

for each i, it follows that

(y([a, )))>_-(E ’(I a,I))>_
This completes the proof.
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